94-04 Mustang Adjustable Pedal Stop Installation Instructions

1. Disconnect clutch cable and position pedal against floor for access to under dash area.

2. Thread the M6 X 25 bolt into the welded tab on the bracket. The head of the bolt should be on the non-notched side of the adjuster. Thread lock nut onto backside of tab.

3. Install the pedal-stop onto the driver side of the pedal support bracket by the clutch pedal. Align the notch in the stop-bracket with the lower edge of the pedal support.

4. Align the smaller hole in the stop-bracket with the lower hole in the pedal support. Install the ¼-20 bolt from the driver side and the washer and locknut from the other. Tighten.

5. Pedal height can now be adjusted by turning the stop bolt and then tightening locknut.

6. Once pedal height is satisfactory, reconnect clutch cable. Adjust the cable or firewall adjuster.

**NOTE:** Vehicle must have adjustable cable and aftermarket quadrant.